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13 
One-Sentence Summary: 14 
Metasurface technology can be pushed to 50 nm operating wavelengths and used to realize a 15 
metalens for extreme ultraviolet radiation. 16 

17 
Abstract: 18 
Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation is a key technology for material science, attosecond 19 
metrology, and lithography. Here we experimentally demonstrate metasurfaces as a superior way 20 
to focus EUV light. These devices exploit that holes in a silicon membrane have considerably 21 
larger refractive index than the surrounding material and efficiently vacuum-guide light around 50 22 
nm wavelength. This allows the transmission phase at the nanoscale to be controlled via the hole 23 
diameter. We fabricate an EUV metalens with 10 mm focal length supporting numerical apertures 24 
of up to 0.05 and use it to focus ultrashort EUV light bursts generated via high-harmonic generation 25 
down to a 0.7 um waist. Our approach introduces the vast light-shaping possibilities provided by 26 
dielectric metasurfaces to a spectral regime lacking materials for transmissive optics. 27 

28 
Main Text: 29 
Dielectric metasurfaces consist of transparent nanostructures with subwavelength separation, 30 
which manipulate the phase of light on the nanoscale (1). This elaborate control is revolutionizing 31 
modern optics: metasurfaces can replace bulk optics by thin and flat elements (2, 3), combine 32 
multiple functions in single optical elements (4, 5), and realize novel optical components inducing, 33 
e.g., freely designable optical angular momentum (6) and polarization (7, 8). Technology,34 
including modern semiconductor lithography, demands this design liberty for novel optical 35 
elements for ever-shorter wavelength radiation, but this development has been stalled at ultraviolet 36 
frequencies where dielectrics stop being transparent. To our knowledge, linear metaoptics have 37 
only been demonstrated down to a wavelength of ≈ 250 nm (9–11). Nonlinear metasurfaces reach 38 
further into the ultraviolet spectrum at the cost of indirect light-shaping mechanisms, and have 39 
currently been demonstrated down to 185 nm wavelength (12–15). 40 

41 
Inaccessible to metasurface design has been extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV) that covers the 42 
wavelength range 10 nm – 121 nm, corresponding to 10 eV – 124 eV photon energy (16). This 43 
wavelength regime receives appreciable attention as a gateway to achieving attosecond temporal 44 
resolution in ultrafast spectroscopy (17) and lithographically fabricating nanometer scale 45 
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transistors in state-of-the-art semiconductor industry (18). However, today, all fields employing 1 
EUV radiation are encumbered by handling problems arising from being limited to reflective or 2 
binary optics (e.g., toroidal mirrors or Fresnel zone plates, see (19) for an overview of existing 3 
technology). Here we present a new physical mechanism for metasurface design and demonstrate 4 
how linear metasurfaces can be realized at 50 nm wavelength, thus providing the foundation for 5 
general-purpose transmissive optics technology for EUV radiation. 6 

7 
Principle of vacuum guiding and metalens design 8 
In the EUV, the strong absorption of most materials and their near-unity real parts of the refractive 9 
index (20) usually prevent effective refraction or waveguiding. The refractive indexes of most 10 
dielectrics in the visible spectrum are determined by electronic transitions in the ultraviolet, i.e., 11 
by resonances whose frequencies are higher than the frequency 𝜔 of visible light. In the Drude-12 
Lorentz oscillator model, this results in a complex refractive index 𝑛'(𝜔) = 𝑛(𝜔) + 𝑖𝜅(𝜔) for 13 
visible light with a real part 𝑛 ≥ 1 and a negligible absorption coefficient 𝜅. In contrast, EUV light 14 
oscillates faster than these electronic resonance frequencies, resulting in 𝑛 ≤ 1 and a large 15 
absorption coefficient 𝜅, rendering conventional transmissive metaoptics design unfeasible. For 16 
the same reason, EUV manipulation must rely on reflective glancing-angle mirrors in vacuum. The 17 
concept for metasurface design introduced here is visualized in Fig. 1: in the EUV spectrum, 18 
vacuum/air (𝑛 = 1) has a refractive index that is larger than that of a pillar made from 𝑛 < 1 19 
material, therefore the pillar cannot guide or confine light. However, a void or hole (𝑛 = 1), i.e., 20 
the absence of material, in a layer with material index 𝑛 < 1 can act as a waveguide core 21 
surrounded by a lower index cladding. Therefore, truncated waveguide metasurfaces are possible 22 
in the EUV following an inverted design scheme that tunes nanohole dimensions instead of the 23 
shapes of free-standing nanostructures. 24 

25 
Materials with 𝑛 < 1 to realize such metasurfaces exist throughout the EUV, e.g., aluminum, 26 
silicon, and beryllium allow optics for the wavelength range from 40-90 nm, scandium and boron 27 
cover 20-40 nm, and rhenium, molybdenum, and zirconium cover 10-20 nm. Fig. S1 (see (19)) 28 
compiles the refractive indexes and the transmission of these materials. Due to the availability of 29 
high-brightness laser-driven tin plasma sources, 13.5 nm is a wavelength of major importance for 30 
semiconductor lithography (18). At this wavelength, for example, ruthenium, has the complex 31 
refractive index 𝑛' = 0.88 + 0.02𝑖 (21). 32 

33 
For the implementation of this concept, we choose a thin membrane of crystalline silicon as base 34 
material and a cylindrical hole as polarization-independent guiding structure. These are 35 
schematically shown together with the real part of the silicon refractive index in the EUV (Figs. 36 
1A, C) (22) and the transmission through a 220 nm thick silicon layer (Fig. 1B). To highlight the 37 
vacuum-guiding behavior of the holes, the simulated intensity profile of light with a vacuum 38 
wavelength of 𝜆!"# = 50 nm incident on such a perforated silicon membrane (80 nm hole diameter 39 
in a square 120 nm x 120 nm unit cell, periodic boundary conditions, see (19 Sec. 1) for simulation 40 
details) is plotted in Fig. 1D: At the center of the membrane (110 nm after its front surface), 84 % 41 
of the energy of an incident plane wave is transmitted within the hole whereas 16 % of its energy 42 
is transmitted in the silicon. However, the hole only covers 34 % of the unit cell area. As most 43 
power is transmitted in vacuum, absorption in silicon is limited and the overall transmission is 44 
enhanced relative to that of the unstructured film: an unstructured 220 nm thick silicon membrane 45 
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transmits 28 % of incoming 50 nm light. Accounting for the 80 nm diameter hole using its area 1 
coverage would increase transmission to 52 %. Vacuum guiding increases the transmission further 2 
to 67 %. 3 

4 
Although perforations have been employed in nanooptics before, the presented guiding mechanism 5 
is fundamentally different from anti-guiding in holes (23), low-index guiding in air (24), or hollow-6 
core fibers (25). Furthermore, the enhancement does not require a periodic structure, distinguishing 7 
the effect from extraordinary optical transmission (26). 8 

9 
To realize our EUV metasurface (Fig. 1A), with full design flexibility to emulate the phase profile 10 
of a desired optical element, we numerically create a library of metaatoms based on the 11 
transmission phase of holes with 20 nm to 80 nm diameter in a 220 nm thick silicon membrane 12 
(see (19 Sec. 1) for simulation details). Notably, between 50 nm and 62 nm wavelength, the photon 13 
energy-dependent transmission phase is widely tunable via the hole diameter and offers more than 14 
1.5 π transmission phase coverage with an average transmission of 40 % at 50 nm (see Fig. 2A for 15 
the photon energy dependent transmission phase, Fig. 2B for the transmission and transmission 16 
phase at 50 nm, and Fig. S2 in (19) for the photon energy dependent transmission). This 17 
transmission phase coverage is enough to achieve efficient and diffraction-limited focusing, as 18 
explored, e.g., in (27). The metasurface unit cell is shown in Fig. 1C and the corresponding library 19 
is shown in Fig. 2B. 20 

21 
Experimental results 22 
To experimentally prove that the vacuum-guiding concept yields viable EUV metalenses, we 23 
forward-design a focusing EUV metasurface by mimicking the wavelength-dependent transverse 24 
hyperbolic phase profile (28) 25 

26 

𝜑(𝑟, 𝜆!"#) = −
2𝜋
𝜆!"#

:;𝑟$ + 𝑓$ − 𝑓= (1) 

27 
of an aspheric lens with focal length 𝑓 = 10 mm in vacuum at transverse position 𝑟 = ;𝑥$ + 𝑦$ 28 
(x and y are the cartesian coordinates centered at the beam axis). This analog phase profile is 29 
matched by a simulated digital phase profile (sampled at positions 𝑥, 𝑦; 	𝑥 = 𝑘	∆𝑥; 𝑦 = 𝑙	∆𝑦; 	𝑘, 𝑙 ∈30 
ℤ;	∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 120 nm) using the hole library (Fig. 2B), yielding a recipe for the required hole 31 
diameter distribution (Fig. 2C). The metalens is designed for a central vacuum wavelength of 32 
𝜆!"# = 50 nm where silicon features a refractive index 𝑛' = 0.77 + 0.02i. The smaller than unity 33 
real part at this wavelength partially relaxes the necessity for true sub-wavelength patterning which 34 
facilitates the manufacturing of the metaoptical element. In the given implementation, the 35 
maximum feature size (80 nm) and unit cell size (120 nm) correspond to 1.2 and 1.8 times the 36 
inside-silicon-wavelength 𝜆%& , respectively. Although this does not entirely prevent the formation 37 
of low diffraction orders which contain up to 53 % of the transmitted light, it still allows the 38 
realization of numerical apertures up to NA < '!"#

$∆)
= 0.2 following the Nyquist theorem (29). 39 

40 
The demonstration sample, a free-standing metalens with a 1 mm diameter (numerical aperture 41 
NA*"+ = 0.05) is realized from silicon-on-insulator wafers (see (19 Sec. 2) and (19 Fig. S3) for 42 
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fabrication details). Figs. 2D, F show scanning-electron microscopy pictures of the final sample 1 
after metasurface etching but before membrane isolation. Fig. 2G shows a light microscopy picture 2 
of the finished membrane, with thin-film interference colors confirming the complete removal of 3 
the buried oxide layer in the lens area. We achieve the designed hole diameters (see Fig. 2D) using 4 
both diameter-dependent electron beam lithography doses and diameter-dependent fabrication 5 
offsets (see (19 Sec. 2)). A focused-ion-beam cut (Fig. 2E) through a sample reveals holes with 6 
square sidewalls, and a partial etch of the smallest diameter holes. Due to the small transmission 7 
phase difference between a membrane with small holes and a solid membrane (see Fig. 2B), the 8 
resulting phase error is smaller than 0.1	𝜋 and can be corrected during metaatom library 9 
calculation. 10 

11 
For the experimental verification of the focusing power of the metalens, we generated diverging 12 
EUV attosecond pulse trains via near-infrared femtosecond laser pulse-driven high-harmonic 13 
generation (HHG) in argon gas (30–32)(Fig. 3A) (19 Sec. 3). The frequency up-conversion extends 14 
up to the 35th order (42.1 eV photon energy, 29 nm wavelength) of the driving laser pulses (1.2 15 
eV photon energy, 1030 nm wavelength) with spectral power concentrated around the laser’s odd 16 
harmonics. A toroidal EUV grating disperses the spectral components of the attosecond pulse train 17 
and creates a frequency-resolved image of the focal plane on an EUV-sensitive camera where the 18 
metasurface’s effect at the design wavelength can be inspected. 19 

20 
Fig. 3B shows the beam profile at the focal plane of the metalens of the 21st harmonic with 25.3 21 
eV photon energy / 49 nm wavelength (close to the design wavelength of the optics). The outline 22 
of the circular metasurface (dashed blue line) and features caused by the remaining silica aperture 23 
(dashed red/yellow lines, compare with Fig. 2G and (19 Fig. S4)) are also visible. The bright focal 24 
spot at the metasurface center (dashed green line) presents experimental evidence for the viability 25 
of the EUV metalens to focus incident light. 26 

27 
Because the grazing incidence toroidal imaging grating provides a considerably smaller numerical 28 
aperture than the metasurface and introduces aberrations and astigmatism, the obtained image does 29 
not determine the focal spot diameter and underestimates the focusing power of the optical 30 
element. To determine the real focal spot size produced by the metasurface, we implement a knife-31 
edge scan (see Fig. 3A and (33)) where part of the focused beam in the focal plane is gradually 32 
blocked by a razor blade translated along the x-direction indicated in Fig. 3A and the position-33 
dependent transmitted intensity is recorded. As focusing concentrates the beam intensity along the 34 
transverse direction, the negative spatial derivative of the recorded x-dependent intensity reveals 35 
the beam profile. Figs. 3C, D display scan results for different planes along the propagation 36 
direction around the focus. Fig. 3D includes a knife-edge scan featuring a maximum negative 37 
spatial derivative, indicative of the focal plane. Under the assumption of a cylindrically symmetric 38 
Gaussian beam, the corresponding beam size is extracted by fitting an error function to the data at 39 
each position along the propagation direction (Fig. 3E) (33). 40 

41 
We observe that the metasurface focuses the illuminating beam to a minimum waist of 42 
𝑤,*-."/012"#- = (0.7 ± 0.3) um (all reported waists 𝑤 are measured using the 1/e$ intensity, i.e., 43 
𝐼Q𝑟 = ;𝑥$ + 𝑦$ = 𝑤R = 𝐼(𝑟 = 0)/e$). Using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral (34), 44 
we calculate the minimum achievable waist 𝑤,3&221"#.&45	7&*&. = 0.45 um assuming diffraction-45 
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limited focusing of our incoming beam (see Fig. S5), highlighting that the metalens already 1 
performs within 1.6 times of the diffraction limit. For further comparison, the measured 2 
propagation distance-dependent waist size 𝑤(𝑧) can be fitted to that of a focused Gaussian beam 3 
with minimum waist 𝑤, (35) in vacuum 4 

5 

𝑤(𝑧) = 𝑤,U1 + :
8'!"#
9:$%

=
$
. (2) 

6 
The fit (see Fig. 3E) suggests a minimum possible waist size of 𝑤,*-."/012"#- = (0.56 ± 0.03) um, 7 
even closer to the diffraction limit. Both results overlap within the experimental uncertainty. We 8 
attribute the deviation from the diffraction limit to imperfections in the EUV beam guiding and 9 
filtering optics, and possible residual corrugations of the silicon membrane. For comparison, 10 
achieving similar spot sizes using the near-infrared driving laser would require close to unity 11 
numerical apertures; in the EUV one only requires a numerical aperture of 0.05 (36). 12 

13 
Aside from the focusing power, the transmission properties are crucial for future applications. 14 
Photons with wavelengths shorter than 100 nm possess enough energy to overcome the band-gap 15 
of all known dielectrics, therefore large absorption is unavoidable (37). Nonetheless, owing to the 16 
vacuum guiding concept, our sample transmits more than 10% of all incoming 49 nm light and 17 
focuses 48% of the transmitted 49 nm light which limits the root mean squared metalens wavefront 18 
error (38) due to fabrication accuracy to 𝜆!"#/10 (𝜆!"# = 49 nm, see (19 Sec. 4) for details). Such 19 
fine-granular phase control is a prerequisite not only for focusing but opens the door for the future 20 
demonstration of optical angular momentum plates and general holograms at EUV wavelengths. 21 

22 
Simulation of Nyquist-limited focusing 23 
To further explore the potential of EUV metalenses, we investigate a metalens design with focal 24 
length 𝑓 = 10 um and overall optics diameter 𝑑 = 6 um (see Fig. 4A for the phase profile and 25 
Fig. 4B for the final design). We then simulate the focusing of a linearly polarized Gaussian beam 26 
using finite difference time domain modeling (illuminating Gaussian beam waist 𝑤&770*. = 	2 um, 27 

effective numerical aperture NA-22 = sin [tan<= [:
&''().

>
^^ ≈:&''().

>
= 0.2 (36), corresponding to 28 

the maximum realizable numerical aperture given by the Nyquist sampling theorem and our unit 29 
cell size (29), see (19 Sec. 1) for simulation details). 30 

31 
Fig. 4D shows the formation of the metasurface focus. Even under these challenging conditions, 32 
the metasurface focus closely approaches the diffraction limit (𝑤,3&221"#.&45	7&*&. = 	85	nm) with a 33 
minimum beam waist 𝑤,*-."/012"#- = 94 nm. The metalens focusing properties for a light pulse 34 
with extended bandwidth are explored in (19 Sec. 5 and Fig. S6). Having the unit cell size be of 35 
the order of the design wavelength causes diffraction of approximately 53% of the incident power 36 
away from the beam axis into the diffraction orders of the quasi-periodic unit cell arrangement. 37 
Adding an unpatterned layer of silicon with refractive index 𝑛 = 0.77 and a thickness on the order 38 
of half a wavelength after the metalens changes the grating condition in transmission and would 39 
prevent the creation of most of these propagating diffraction orders (as it limits the grating indices 40 
𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ ℤ which satisfy the transverse momentum wavevector condition 𝑛𝑘, =41 
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=
$
+ (𝑛𝑘8)$ with the overall momentum 𝑘,, and the momentum along the layer 1 

normal 𝑘8). 2 
3 

For thorough comparison, we also model the focal profile of a binary absorption zone plate with 4 
equal numerical aperture (see Fig. 4A for the absorption profile and Fig. 4B for the design). The 5 
juxtaposition of the focal profiles generated by the zone plate and the metalens shown in Fig. 4D 6 
highlights striking differences in focus quality and corroborates the benefit of the novel metalens. 7 
Comparison to state-of-the-art technology (see (39) for a zone plate with comparable outermost 8 
zone width and (19 Sec. 6) for a summary of EUV focusing optics) highlights that the zone plate 9 
creates side lobes in its focal plane, an unavoidable property of zone plate foci (40). In contrast, 10 
because the metasurface realizes the focusing phase profile accurately by suppressing spherical 11 
aberrations, no sidelobes are visible. Furthermore, as vacuum guiding decreases absorption and no 12 
energy is lost to sidelobes, the maximum intensity in the metasurface focus exceeds that of the 13 
zone plate by 9 %. The transverse focal cuts in Fig. 4C highlight this behavior: unwanted features 14 
present in the focal plane are suppressed by more than 10 dB for the metasurface compared to the 15 
zone plate. 16 

17 
Concluding remarks 18 
The transfer of metasurface technology, with its associated superior design freedom to the EUV 19 
spectral region provides a general route to manufacture transmissive optics in this frequency range. 20 
This capability should lead to applications such as microscopy with unprecedented spatial and 21 
temporal resolution, orbital angular momentum beams with ultrahigh frequency, and structured 22 
light that has direct access to core level electronic transitions in atoms and molecules. EUV 23 
lithography has become the main enabling fabrication technology allowing us to keep up with 24 
Moore’s law (18); on the other hand, metasurface based optics can be fabricated with deep UV 25 
lithography in the same semiconductor foundries of mainstream CMOS technology (27). This 26 
convergence of semiconductor processing technology and optics will expand to the realization of 27 
metaoptics using EUV lithography, further shrinking feature sizes and increasing the complexity 28 
of nanostructure shapes. In turn, with metasurfaces operating in the EUV, they will enable a new 29 
generation of lithography optics. 30 

31 
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1 
Fig. 1 2 
Vacuum-guiding enables extreme ultraviolet metalenses. 3 
(A) concept and simulation of a metalens focusing extreme ultraviolet light: we impart the phase4 
profile of an aspheric focusing lens on light pulses with 50 nm vacuum wavelength (purple disks) 5 
using holes through a silicon membrane (rectangular area). Because the refractive index of silicon 6 
is smaller than unity in parts of the extreme ultraviolet spectrum, holes through silicon concentrate 7 
incoming light. This effect relaxes sub-wavelength requirements for creating metasurfaces, allows 8 
us to impart a hole-size-dependent phase shift using feature sizes on the order of the vacuum 9 
wavelength, and increases transmission through the absorbing membrane. The false color plot 10 
illustrates this light concentration in the holes and how the ultraviolet radiation collapses into a 11 
focus after propagating the focal length. For better visibility, we cut the displayed metasurface and 12 
the light intensity distribution along a plane that includes the optical axis. Further simulation details 13 
are presented in Fig. 4. 14 
(B) photon energy-dependent real part of the refractive index of crystalline silicon (blue line,15 
adapted from (22)) in the extreme ultraviolet spectrum and intensity transmission of a 220 nm 16 
thick silicon membrane (red line). The frequencies of the bulk 𝜔C and surface plasmon 𝜔%C are 17 
marked in purple. 18 
(C) schematic and setup for metaatom simulation: extreme ultraviolet light (purple arrow) passes19 
through a 220 nm thick crystalline silicon membrane (blue) with a hole with diameter d. We model 20 
a single unit cell (120 nm x 120 nm) with periodic boundary conditions. 21 
(D) finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation of extreme ultraviolet vacuum-guiding22 
through an 80 nm diameter hole in a 220 nm thick silicon membrane. The false-color plot shows 23 



14 

the transverse beam intensity profile of light with 50 nm vacuum wavelength at the midpoint of 1 
the silicon membrane along the propagation direction, i.e., 110 nm after the front surface. The hole 2 
is indicated as a blue circle. Panel (C) shows the simulation setup in three dimensions. The hole 3 
covers 34 % of the total area, however, 84 % of the energy is transmitted within the hole and only 4 
16 % of the energy is found in silicon. The intensity decays exponentially into the silicon cladding 5 
due to the refractive index contrast. The overall transmission of the patterned 220 nm thick silicon 6 
membrane is 67 %. 7 

8 
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1 
Fig. 2 2 
Design and fabrication of an extreme ultraviolet metalens. 3 
(A) photon energy-dependent transmission phase of holes in a 220 nm thick silicon membrane (see4 
Fig. 1C for the unit cell), color-coded for different hole sizes. The grey area indicates the region 5 
where hole diameters from 20 nm to 80 nm offer phase coverage larger than 1.5 π, which is enough 6 
to achieve efficient and diffraction-limited focusing (27). 7 
(B) overall hole diameter-dependent intensity transmission (purple crosses) and transmission8 
phase in the forward direction (blue dots) of the resulting metaatom library at 50 nm wavelength 9 
(25 eV photon energy). Because the 120 nm x 120 nm unit cell size is comparable to the 10 
wavelength, low diffraction orders can be generated for holes that cause a transmission phase shift 11 
close to π (diameters around 45 nm). When plotting only the transmission into the zeroth 12 
diffraction order (red dots) of a periodic array of same-diameter holes, this causes a dip in the 13 
transmission. Because hole diameters spatially vary in a metalens and light from all holes interferes 14 
constructively to a focus, the more uniform overall transmission (purple crosses) is a better gauge 15 
to judge transmission uniformity. 16 
(C) target transmission phase profile (blue line) of a metalens with focal length 𝑓 = 10 mm at 5017 
nm wavelength, calculated from equation (1) modulo 2π, and the corresponding matched hole 18 
diameter (red circles) using the library of panel (B) to realize the metalens. 19 
(D) lower panel: scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of a 3 um x 0.5 um portion of the20 
metalens with 1 mm diameter and 10 mm focal length designed for 50 nm wavelength. The 21 
position where the picture was taken on the metalens is marked by the purple arrow in panel (G). 22 
The upper panel shows the design of the metalens in this area (compare with panel (C)). 23 
(E) cross-section of a metalens fabricated using the same recipe as the lens in panel (D) on the24 
silicon-on-insulator carrier wafer obtained using focused ion beam milling and SEM. The position 25 
where the picture was taken on the metalens is marked by the purple arrow in panel (G). 26 
(F) zoomed-out SEM picture of a 34 um x 31 um portion of the metalens. The position where the27 
picture was taken on the metalens is marked by the green rectangle in panel (G). The focusing 28 



16 

pattern of the metalens is apparent as the ring segments with decreasing width from the left to right 1 
of the picture. Every 10 um, holes are omitted to increase the stability of the metalens, which is 2 
visible as a square scaffolding pattern. The symmetry of the scaffolding is intentionally different 3 
from the symmetry of the metasurface to increase stability. 4 
(G) optical-microscope picture of the final metalens membrane. The metalens (ML) is encircled5 
by the dashed blue line. Because its features are too small to be resolved at this magnification, the 6 
metalens shows a moiré pattern (ring patterns and bright area at the center, an enlarged image is 7 
provided in (19 Fig. S4)). The unpatterned silicon membrane area appears solid grey (encircled by 8 
the dashed red line). Areas with remaining buried oxide layer appear red and green due to thin-9 
film interference (encircled by the dashed yellow line). The silicon carrier wafer appears black. 10 
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1 
Fig. 3 2 
Experimental demonstration of extreme ultraviolet metalens focusing. 3 
(A) an intense near-infrared femtosecond laser pulse (red arrow and area) is focused into an argon4 
gas target (green) to generate an attosecond pulse train (purple arrow and area) via high harmonic 5 
generation. Near-infrared radiation is blocked using an aluminum filter foil (grey). The attosecond 6 
pulse train is then focused using the metalens (blue) pictured in Fig. 2. At the position of the focus 7 
along the propagation direction (marked z), a knife-edge scan is performed using a razor blade 8 
mounted on a piezo stage moving along the transverse beam direction (marked x). Afterward, the 9 
attosecond pulse train’s spectral components are split using a grazing incidence toroidal grating 10 
and the focal plane is imaged on a charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera. 11 
(B) extreme ultraviolet beam profile after the metasurface (false color plot) at 25.3 eV (21st12 
harmonic of the driving laser at 1030 nm wavelength) photon energy detected by the CCD. For 13 
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comparison, we repeat the outlines from the microscope picture in Fig. 2G: the dashed blue line 1 
marks the metasurface, and the dashed red line marks the unpatterned silicon area. The granular 2 
structure with low intensity is already present in the incoming beam profile, which is plotted in 3 
(19 Fig. S5). The focal spot created by the metalens, imaged onto the CCD using the toroidal 4 
grating, is marked by the green dashed rectangle. It appears larger than the real focus due to the 5 
limited numerical aperture of the toroidal grating and aberrations caused by the imaging system. 6 
(C) knife edge scans for different positions along the propagation direction of the metasurface-7 
focused beam (movement direction marked z in panel (A)). The colored lines show the knife 8 
position-dependent (movement direction marked x in panel (A)) integrated photon flux detected 9 
by the CCD camera in the focus area. As the razor blade moves into the focus, it blocks part of the 10 
transmitted radiation and decreases the transmitted flux. A large negative derivative of the flux 11 
represents a small focus. The error bars represent the standard deviation of 3 measurements. The 12 
black lines are least-squares fits to the data assuming a Gaussian focus profile. 13 
(D) same as panel (C) but in close proximity to the focus. The error bars represent the standard14 
deviation of 10 measurements. 15 
(E) propagation-direction dependent waist sizes extracted from the fits in panels (C) and (D) (blue16 
dots). The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. The red line is a fit to the waist sizes 17 
assuming Gaussian beam propagation. Inset: zoom-in-view of the propagation direction-dependent 18 
waist size close to the focus (extracted only from the fits in panel (D)). The minimum waist sizes 19 
reported in the text are marked by the black arrow. 20 
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1 
Fig. 4 2 
Finite difference time domain modeling and benefits of an extreme ultraviolet metalens. 3 
(A) target transverse phase profile (blue line) of a diffraction-limited metalens (focusing length4 
𝑓 = 10 um, size 6 um x 6 um) designed for 50 nm wavelength (25 eV photon energy) and sampling 5 
of this phase profile with the library presented in Fig. 2 (green crosses). As a comparison, the 6 
transmission profile of a binary intensity Fresnel zone plate with the same numerical aperture, 7 
focal length, and size is also shown (red line). 8 
(B) left panel: two-dimensional design of a metasurface realizing the phase profile in panel (A).9 
White areas represent a 220 nm thick silicon membrane, and blue areas represent holes through 10 
the silicon membrane. Right panel: two-dimensional design of a binary intensity Fresnel zone plate 11 
realizing the transmission profile in panel (A). White areas are perfectly transmitting, and red areas 12 
are perfectly absorbing. 13 
(C) modeled transverse intensity cuts through the focus generated by the metasurface (blue dashed14 
line) and the zone plate in panel (B) (red line) for incoming light with 50 nm wavelength (25 eV 15 
photon energy) and illumination by a Gaussian beam with 2 um waist. The zone plate focus has 16 
characteristic side lobes which are not present in the metasurface focus. 17 
(D) left panel: modeled light intensity evolution (false color plot) after the metasurface pictured in18 
panel (B) focuses the Gaussian beam described in the caption of panel (C). right panel: modeled 19 
two-dimensional light intensity evolution (false color plot) after the zone plate pictured in panel 20 
(B) focuses the same Gaussian beam.21 
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Materials and Methods 1 
2 

1 Rigorous coupled wave analysis and finite-difference time-domain simulations 3 
We use refractive index data for extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV) distributed with the IMD 4 

software package (21). For this project, specifically, we used crystalline Silicon data reported by 5 
Edwards, Palik, and Ghosh (22). To obtain metaatom libraries, we calculate the hole-diameter 6 
dependent transmission phases for different square unit cell sizes using rigorous coupled-wave 7 
analysis (S4 (41)). To model full-device performance, we simulate a Gaussian beam incident on 8 
the perforated silicon membrane and a three-wavelength-thick vacuum spacer region before and 9 
after the membrane using finite-difference time-domain modeling (Ansys Lumerical FDTD). In 10 
this region, all near-fields decay, thus, we model the subsequent evolution using Rayleigh-11 
Sommerfeld diffraction. 12 

13 
2 Fabrication 14 

To allow fabrication of our metasurface, we require a minimum hole diameter of 20 nm and 15 
at least 40 nm distance between neighboring holes to retain membrane stability. To increase the 16 
stability of our membrane further, we omit holes in our design on a 1 um thick scaffolding grid 17 
spaced by 10 x 10 um (see Fig. 2F). The omission of holes does not limit the achievable focal spot 18 
but slightly decreases the efficiency (27). The fabrication of holes with accurate sub-100 nm 19 
diameter is challenging, therefore, we separate all holes into six groups using their diameter (20-20 
30 nm, 30-40 nm, 40-50 nm, 50-60 nm, 60-70 nm, 70-80 nm) and use a different exposure dose 21 
and fabrication offset (i.e., the diameter we write during lithography is different than the diameter 22 
of the final etched hole) for each group. 23 

The fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. S3: we start with a silicon-on-insulator wafer 24 
with a 220 nm thick silicon device layer, 3 um thick buried oxide layer, and 725 um thick silicon 25 
carrier layer. We deposit a silica hard mask layer using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 26 
deposition (Surface Technology Systems). We then spin-coat a positive tone resist 27 
(MicroChemicals GmbH, AZ 4620) and expose marker structures using a maskless aligner 28 
(Heidelberg Instruments Mikrotechnik GmbH, MLA150). After development (MicroChemicals 29 
GmbH, AZ 400K) we etch the marker structures through the entire wafer (SPTS Technologies, 30 
Omega LPX Rapier) using reactive ion etching. In the following, we use the markers to align front 31 
and back side structures. We then spin-coat a layer of positive electron beam lithography resist 32 
(Zeon Corporation, ZEP520A). We then expose the metalens pattern using electron-beam 33 
lithography (Elionix, HS-50) and develop (o-Xylene). Subsequently, we transfer the metalens 34 
pattern first to the silica hard mask layer using inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching 35 
(Surface Technology Systems, ICP RIE) and then to the silicon device layer using non-Bosch 36 
reactive ion etching (SPTS Technologies, Omega LPX Rapier). We then remove the silica hard 37 
mask layer using buffered Hydrofluoric acid. After defining the metalens pattern, we define the 38 
membrane area on the backside of the wafer using a spin-coated positive photoresist layer 39 
(MicroChemicals GmbH, AZ 4620) and a maskless aligner (Heidelberg Instruments Mikrotechnik 40 
GmbH, MLA150). After exposure and development (MicroChemicals GmbH, AZ 400K), we etch 41 
away the silicon carrier layer (SPTS Technologies, Omega LPX Rapier). To protect the thin 42 
membrane, we stop as soon as we can see the metasurface. This can leave behind a few microns 43 
of carrier silicon (less than 1 % of the initial thickness) at the bottom edges of the hole. We then 44 
remove the buried oxide layer by dripping hydrofluoric acid on the sample. Again, we stop the 45 



 

 

 3 

process as soon as the metasurface is uncovered. The non-uniform black pattern in Fig. S4 is 1 
remaining silicon at the bottom edges of the hole with the bubble-shaped edges caused by the wet 2 
etch. As long as the entire metasurface is uncovered, we do not further remove it. The hydrofluoric 3 
acid wet etch also minimizes the formation of a silicon native oxide which strongly absorbs EUV 4 
(42). 5 

The presented concept and simulations can be transferred directly to shorter wavelengths. 6 
However, as other materials must be used (e.g., for 13.5 nm wavelength, palladium, rhenium, or 7 
ruthenium), the fabrication recipe must be adapted. The electron beam lithography step is 8 
challenging for the feature pitches and sizes required at 13.5 nm wavelength but within the 9 
manufacturer specifications of available tools. As shorter wavelengths require less material 10 
thickness for a 2π phase shift, the required holes’ aspect ratios are similar and thus the etch process 11 
remains achievable. If the membrane thickness gets too thin to support itself, an unpatterned 12 
support can be added (e.g., a thin silicon membrane at 13.5 nm wavelength). 13 

 14 
3 Laser System, high-harmonic-generation, and measurement setup. 15 

We start with femtosecond pulses (1 mJ energy, 6 kHz repetition rate, 161 fs full-width-at-16 
half-maximum pulse duration, 1030 nm wavelength) from an ytterbium-based and diode-pumped 17 
laser (Light Conversion, UAB, Pharos). In a high-vacuum environment, we focus these laser pulses 18 
(f = 25 cm) into an invar tube filled with argon gas to create an EUV attosecond pulse train via 19 
HHG. We adjust the argon pressure to achieve phase matching between the fundamental driving 20 
pulses and radiation generated at 25 eV photon energy (approx. 10 mbar argon pressure). The final 21 
HHG radiation contains spectral components from the fundamental photon energy to above 40 eV. 22 
We then route the generated radiation to the metasurface using an uncoated gold mirror (Thorlabs, 23 
Inc.) and filter spectral components below 20 eV photon energy using a 0.5 um thick aluminum 24 
foil (Lebow Co.). After the metasurface, we perform a knife-edge scan using a razor blade mounted 25 
on a piezo nanopositioner (Piezosystem Jena GmbH). We then disperse the transmitted radiation 26 
spectrally using a toroidal grating (450 lines per mm, 153 mm focal length, 8 mm usable aperture, 27 
Horiba, Ltd., 541 00 200) and detect radiation using a back-thinned charge-coupled-device camera 28 
(Greateyes GmbH, GE 1024 256 BI UV1) protected by an additional 0.5 um thick aluminum foil. 29 

 30 
4 Efficiency determination 31 

To evaluate the efficiency of the EUV metalens, we compare the incoming photon flux in the 32 
region of the metasurface 𝛷&5#4*&5D (area marked by the blue dashed circle in Fig. S5), the entire 33 
photon flux transmitted through the sample 𝛷.1"5/*&..-3, and the photon flux change ∆𝛷E5&2-	-3D- 34 
recorded in the knife edge scan with the knife retracted and blocking the focus (see Fig. S5C). To 35 
determine the fraction of light not influenced by the metasurface we subtract the detected focused 36 
light ∆𝛷E5&2-	-3D- from the entire photon flux transmitted through the sample 𝛷.1"5/*&..-3. Because 37 
the inserted razorblade only covers 0.6% more of the metasurface area than the retracted 38 
razorblade, we neglect its influence on the detected background field. Light lost to grating effects 39 
is diffracted to large angles and is never detected and not included in the overall transmission, the 40 
background field, or the focused intensity. 41 

Furthermore, because the numerical aperture of the imaging grating is smaller than that of 42 
our metasurface, some light that is focused by the metalens is not detected. To estimate the 43 
collection efficiency, we use the measured beam profile (Fig. S5) and project it into the grating 44 
plane along the propagation direction using the focal distance of the metalens, the distance between 45 



4 

the metalens and the grating, and the effective free aperture of the grazing incidence imaging 1 
grating. We find that ≈ 14% of the focused radiation is collected by the imaging grating and 2 
correct ∆𝛷E5&2-	-3D- to obtain 𝛷24#0/-3. We find the ratios 3 4 

F+,"-.)&++/0

F&-#1)&-2 = 11%, F31#(./0

F+,"-.)&++/0 = 48%, and F
31#(./0

F&-#1)&-2 = 5.5%. 5 
6 

The theoretically predicted average metaatom transmission (see purple crosses in Fig. 2B) is 7 
40 %. As discussed in the main manuscript (see Simulation of Nyquist-limited focusing), with the 8 
current unit cell configuration, we expect to lose about 53 % of the transmitted power to low-order 9 

diffraction, yielding :F
+,"-.)&++/0

F&-#1)&-2 =
.G-41H

= 19	%. If we furthermore include 25% absorption in a 2 10 

nm thick native silicon oxide, we expect :F
+,"-.)&++/0

F&-#1)&-2 =
.G-41H,$	5*	4+&3-

= 14	%, comparable to the 11 

observed F
+,"-.)&++/0

F&-#1)&-2 = 11	%. 12 
To estimate the wavefront accuracy of the metalens from the focusing efficiency, we solve 13 

the Rayleigh Sommerfeld diffraction integral (34) for an incoming Gaussian beam focused by the 14 
phase profile of a diffraction-limited lens. This phase profile is modified by wavefront errors 15 
caused by a) the areas where holes are omitted to mechanically stabilize the metasurface (compare 16 
with Fig. 2F), b) the phase coverage being limited to 1.5 π, and c) fabrication accuracy. 48 % 17 
focusing efficiency is caused by a root mean squared (RMS) wavefront error of 𝜆!"#/7.3 (𝜆!"# =18 
49.0 nm). The omitted-hole areas alone cause an RMS wavefront error of 𝜆!"#/11.0. The limited 19 
phase coverage alone causes an RMS wavefront error of 𝜆!"#/27.9. Together, both yield an RMS 20 
wavefront error of 𝜆!"#/10.3. Therefore, to explain the recorded focusing efficiency, we calculate 21 
an RMS wavefront error due to fabrication accuracy of 𝜆!"#/10.0. 22 

23 
5 Focusing over an extended bandwidth. 24 

The metalens also focuses light away from the design wavelength. Solving equation (1) for 𝑓 25 
yields: 26 27 

𝑓 =
𝜆!"#	𝜑
4𝜋 −

𝑟$𝜋
𝜑𝜆!"#

≈ −
𝑟$𝜋
𝜑𝜆!"#

. 28 
29 

For numerical apertures smaller than 0.2, the second term dominates, and we can approximate 30 
the hyperbolic phase profile with a quadratic phase profile with less than 1% error. The exact phase 31 
𝜑 imparted by a hole changes with the wavelength. However, the positions within a metalens at 32 
which holes with the same diameters occur (i.e., the radial zones in which the phase increases from 33 
0 to 2π) remain the same. Therefore, for off-design wavelengths 𝜆!"#, the focal length 𝑓(𝜆!"#)	will 34 
shift compared to the design wavelength 𝜆!"#

3-/&D5 and design focal length 𝑓3-/&D5 according to: 35 
36 

𝑓(𝜆!"#) ≈ 𝑓3-/&D5
𝜆!"#
3-/&D5

𝜆!"#
. 37 

38 
High bandwidth is often required by applications with time resolution. As a test, we choose 39 

2 eV bandwidth (supporting pulse durations down to 0.9 fs). Fig. S6 presents the focus of the 40 
metalens examined in Fig. 4 of the manuscript for light with 24, 25, and 26 eV photon energy. We 41 
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observe a clean focus over the entire bandwidth, with a focal shift less than the Rayleigh range, 1 
suggesting metalenses are applicable to ultrashort light pulses. 2 

However, for photon energies far away from the design energy, the phase coverage within a 3 
zone will start deviating significantly from 2π. A simulation for 30 eV photon energy in Fig. S6D 4 
shows the effects: the focusing efficiency drops, sidelobes around the focus appear, and grating 5 
effects worsen. 6 

 7 
6 Optics for EUV and soft x-rays 8 

Due to the strong absorption of all materials, most state-of-the-art EUV optics, e.g., spherical 9 
and toroidal mirrors, Kirkpatrick-Baez doublets, and polycapillary optics (43–49) rely on 10 
reflection. Acceptable reflectivities are often only achievable for light with grazing incidence, 11 
which demands bulky optics. Together with requirements for high-quality surfaces, low wavefront 12 
errors, and specialized metallic and multilayer coatings (50, 51), this limits achievable numerical 13 
apertures and aggravates cost. As transmissive optics, absorptive Fresnel zone plates (52) have 14 
been demonstrated. The lack of usable optics also led to the exploration and demonstration of EUV 15 
focusing via gas plumes of resonant atoms (53) and preconditioning driving radiation and 16 
subsequent nonlinear frequency upconversion (54). In the soft x-ray spectrum (photon wavelength 17 
range 0.1 nm - 10 nm, photon energy range 124 eV - 12 keV (16)), material limitations - especially 18 
absorption - are partially relieved, and focusing can be achieved using refractive kinoform lenses 19 
(55, 56), few-step phase zone plated (57) and photon sieves (58). Furthermore, reflective binary 20 
phase control was demonstrated but with many-wavelength large feature sizes (59–61). 21 
  22 
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1 

Fig. S1. Refractive indices of different materials in the EUV. 2 
The wavelength-dependent real part of the refractive index is plotted as solid lines. Realizing a 3 
metasurface requires tuning the transmission phase within its limited thickness. The effective 4 
refractive index of a waveguide usually lies between the refractive index of the core (in this case 5 
vacuum, 𝑛 = 1) and the cladding (𝑛 < 1). Therefore, the transmission of a solid layer of material 6 
with a thickness that induces a 2π propagation phase shift compared to propagation through the 7 
same thickness of vacuum yields a lower limit for the transmission of realizable metaatoms. We 8 
plot the transmission of layers of the respective materials at this 2π propagation phase thickness as 9 
dotted lines. Data is only displayed in spectral regions where the transmission at this 2π 10 
propagation phase thickness is larger than 10%. Data was taken from (21). 11 
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1 

Fig. S2. Energy-dependent extreme ultraviolet transmission through a perforated 2 
membrane in the forward direction. 3 
(A) simulation setup: we model the transmission of extreme ultraviolet light (purple arrow) passing4 
through a 220 nm thick crystalline silicon membrane (blue) with a hole with diameter d. We model 5 
a single 120 nm x 120 nm unit cell with periodic boundary conditions. 6 
(B) photon energy and hole diameter-dependent transmission phase (colored lines, see the color7 
bar in panel (C)) of the 220 nm thick Silicon membrane with a hole. The grey area indicates the 8 
region where hole diameters from 20 nm to 80 nm offer phase coverage larger than 1.5 π. 9 
(C) photon energy and hole diameter-dependent intensity transmission into the zeroth diffraction10 
order (colored lines) of the 220 nm thick silicon membrane with a hole. 11 

12 
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1 

Fig. S3. Extreme ultraviolet metasurface fabrication (not to scale) 2 
The base material is a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer, consisting of a 220 nm device layer 3 
(silicon, purple), a 3 um buried oxide layer (silica, blue), and a 725 um carrier wafer (silicon, 4 
purple). A silica hard mask (blue) is deposited via chemical vapor deposition. The sample is spin-5 
coated with a positive tone resist (green) and marker structures (yellow) are exposed using optical 6 
lithography. The exposed resist is removed using developer, and the entire wafer is etched away 7 
in these areas using reactive ion etching to create markers for aligning front and back side 8 
structures. Remaining resist is removed. Then, a positive tone electron beam lithography resist 9 
(green) and a conductive polymer (pink) are spin-coated. The metasurface pattern is written 10 
(yellow) using electron beam lithography, then the conductive polymer and the exposed resist are 11 



9 

removed using water and developer. The pattern is first etched through the hard mask and then 1 
through the device layer using reactive ion etching. The hard mask is removed using buffered 2 
Hydrofluoric acid. To create a free-standing membrane, positive tone resist is spin-coated on the 3 
back side of the sample (green), and the metasurface area is exposed using optical lithography 4 
(yellow). The exposed resist is removed using developer, and the Silicon carrier wafer is etched 5 
away in this area using reactive ion etching. Finally, the remaining resist is removed, and the buried 6 
oxide layer is etched away in the same area using buffered hydrofluoric acid. 7 
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1 

Fig. S4. Optical-microscope pictures of the final metalens membrane. 2 
(A) With the overlay reproduced from Fig. 2G and Fig. 3B: the metasurface lens (ML) is encircled3 
by the dashed blue line. Because the metalens features are too small to be resolved at this 4 
magnification, it shows a moiré pattern (ring patterns and bright area at the center). The 5 
unpatterned silicon membrane area appears solid grey (encircled by the dashed red line). Areas 6 
with remaining buried oxide layer appear red and green due to thin-film interference (encircled by 7 
the dashed yellow line). The silicon carrier wafer appears black. 8 
(B) The same picture without the overlay.9 

10 
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1 

Fig. S5. Real space images of the experimental metalens focal plane. 2 
(A) incoming extreme ultraviolet beam profile (false color plot) at 25.3 eV photon energy (21st3 
harmonic of the driving laser at 1030 nm wavelength) detected by the CCD. The dashed blue line 4 
marks the circumference of the metasurface (not inserted into the beam in this panel). Color bar in 5 
panel (C). 6 
(B) extreme ultraviolet beam profile after the metasurface (false color plot) at 25.3 eV photon7 
energy detected by the CCD. The dashed blue line marks the circumference of the metasurface. 8 
Color bar in panel (C), the photon flux was multiplied by a factor of 3 when compared with panel 9 
(A). This does not mean the focused intensity is smaller than the incoming beam intensity: because 10 
the imaging grating has a smaller numerical aperture than the metalens, only 14 % of the focused 11 
light is collected. Furthermore, aberrations caused by using a grazing incidence toroidal imaging 12 
grating enlarge the observed focus compared to the real focus. The focal spot size measured using 13 
the knife-edge scan is considerably smaller than a single pixel of our CCD camera and yields an 14 
intensity enhancement in the focus of more than 27000. 15 
(C) extreme ultraviolet fraction detected by the CCD that was focused by the metasurface (false16 
color plot). We isolate focused radiation by subtracting a picture taken with the razor blade 17 
obstructing the focus from a picture without the razor blade blocking the focus. The dashed blue 18 
line marks the circumference of the metasurface. The dashed green line marks the light focused by 19 
the metalens. The photon flux was multiplied by a factor of 3 when compared with panel (A). 20 

21 
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Fig. S6. Focusing over an extended bandwidth. 2 
(A) modeled light intensity evolution (false color plot) after the metasurface pictured in Fig. 4B3 
focuses light with 24 eV photon energy. Color bar in panel (D). 4 
(B) same as (A) for 25 eV photon energy.5 
(C) same as (A) for 26 eV photon energy.6 
(D) same as (A) for 30 eV photon energy.7 


